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audio post production
RATECARD Preferred Voices
Please go through the RATECARD
Finally sign and return a copy to TMP (it’s ok to take a photo or scan the signed
original RATECARD). When we recieve the signed RATECARD we will register you
as a TMP VOICES - Preferred voice.
Rates
Specs:
Wild recording
Information/ e-learning*: Minimum fee; incl 1500 words
(appr 10 minutes).Voice fee and studio cost included.

140 EUR

Information/ e-learning*: Projects larger than 1500
words, cost per minute of final audio. Voice fee and
studio cost included.
8 EUR/Minute
Time-restricted recording
Information/ e-learning: Audio to video – time restricted
recording cost incl. 1500 words (appr 10 minutes).Voice
fee and studio cost included.
180 EUR
Information/ e-learning*: Projects larger than 900 words,
cost per minute of final audio. Voice fee and
studio cost included.
10 EUR/Minute

* Delivery conditions:
Informative / e-learning wild recordings shall be edited
and named as separate audio files according to the script.
Delivery to TMP via FTP.
* Deliverables:
Wav 44,1 kHz, 16 bit, mono, no processing, unless other format is requested.
* Other requests: Voice-over for TVC, Radio, SoMe campaigns, large ongoing
projects etc. we always ask for a quote.
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Partnership
This Partnership and RATECARD extends for one year from the date of signing.
TMP or the partner needs to cancel the Partnership within one month before the
agreement expires. Otherwise the Partnership automaticaly is extended for another
year.

Please note:
-Any information that involves the Partnership, directly or indirectly, shall be
considered confidential information.
-The Partnership information may NOT be shared with any third party without our
written consent.

--------------------------------------------------

City/ Date:

--------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------

PER NORDBRING
VD/ CEO

Partnership name/ studio

TMP MEDIA GROUP AB
Kyrkogatan 4
S-411 15 Göteborg
Tel +46 (0)721 88 18 14
Vxl +46 (0)31 45 65 00
e-mail: per@tmp.se
www.tmp.se
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